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Abstract
Since Cambodia’s first democratic election in 1993, the monetary aid from international donors
and non-governmental organizations (NGOS) flowing into the country has brought minimal
positive outcomes. It has instead created a culture of aid dependency in conjunction with limited
accountability and weakened governance. This exploratory case study aims to examine one
particular organizational practice in relation to aid effectiveness and dependency− cultural
sensitivity and competency or the relevant skills and knowledge each organization possesses to
work with their specific population and context. Between June and August of 2012, semistructured interviews were conducted with eight individuals representing three international
NGOs, one local NGO, and the Cambodian Royal Government. Questions were designed to gain
a better understanding of the (1) responsibility of the Cambodian government in ensuring NGOs
are equipped with culturally sensitive background/knowledge, (2) responsibility of the NGOs in
ensuring their staffs are equipped with culturally sensitive background/knowledge, and (3)
perception of cultural competency of NGOs in serving their beneficiaries. Preliminary findings
showed that issues of cultural sensitivity and competency are a low priority among the
Cambodian government and NGOs operating in the country, much less evidence of a system in
place to address cultural competency in these organizations.
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Culturally Relevant Practices: A Case Study of NGOs
Working in Cambodia to Combat Human Trafficking
Since Cambodia’s first democratic election in 1993, the influx of monetary aid from
international donors and non-governmental organizations (NGOS) flowing into the country has
brought minimal positive outcomes (Ear, 2013). Maternal mortality rates have increased, as well
as inequality as represented by the Gini coefficient where Cambodia is now tied with the
Philippines and the Republic of Congo. This deteriorating situation is disturbing considering the
amount of aid the country has received within the last two decades (Ear, 2013). Ear (2013) writes
that modern Cambodia is a “kleptocracy cum thugocracy” where “the international community,
led by the UN, is its enabler” (p.8). This “abject poverty amidst plenty” exists within an
economy that has had “near double-digit growth each year of the first decade of the new
millennium” and the net aid received, on average, represents 94.3 percent of the central
government spending between 2002 and 2010. Therefore, it can be said that “a donor culture
views aid dependence as a fact of life” in Cambodia (Ear, 2013, p. 8) 1.
The primary purpose of this case study is to examine one particular organizational
practice in relations to aid effectiveness and dependency. This often overlooked aspect in
previous studies is cultural sensitivity and cultural competency, or the culturally relevant skills
and knowledge each NGO possesses to work with their specific population and/or context. For
the purpose of this study, cultural sensitivity is knowing the differences and similarities between
two or more cultures without assigning values (i.e., better or worse, right or wrong). Cultural
competency is then the integration of this knowledge into specific standards, policies, practices,
or attitudes for the betterment of all in cross-cultural settings (King & Osher, n.d, para. 6; Grote).

1

See Appendix A for statistics on the Cambodian Royal Government’s aid requests, donor pledges, and
disbursements (Ear, 2013, p. 29).
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Therefore, I am interested in examining the actors involved in the daily operations of NGOs in
Cambodia, who include the foreign and Khmer executive board members and employees, as well
as their donors and allies. For the purpose of comparing and contrasting, I am narrowing my
subject pool to NGOs whose mission is to combat human trafficking in Cambodia. Through an
ethnographic approach involving semi-structured interviews and participant observations, this
study will involve an analysis of the culturally sensitive and culturally competent practices of
international non-governmental organizations (INOGs) as compared to those of national or local
NGOs.
My research questions center on (1) the responsibility of the Cambodian government in
ensuring NGOs are equipped with culturally sensitive background/knowledge, (2) the
responsibility of the NGOs in ensuring their staffs are equipped with culturally-sensitive
background/knowledge, and (3) the perception of the cultural competence level of these NGOs in
serving its beneficiaries. The goal of this case study is to add to the literature on the relationship
between the effectiveness of foreign aid intervention efforts in terms of the cultural sensitivity
and competence of their practices.
Introduction
Background on Cambodia
Home of the UNESCO World Heritage site of Angkor Wat and the Temple of Preah
Vihear, Cambodia is severely lagging in progress in comparison to its neighbors. According to
Cambodian scholars, Angkor was the greatest city in the world during the 14th century. Today,
Cambodia is the poorest nation in Southeast Asia after Burma (Central Intelligence Agency,
2011). At least 80% of the 13.4 million Cambodians live in rural areas where access to
education, clean water, and proper nutrition is limited. This situation means that “more than
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three-fourths of the population still live more or less as they did 1,000 years ago” in small houses
made of palm tree leaves mounted on stilts to avoid flooding, and most children will leave school
around second or third grade to help their parents with farming (Brinkley, 2011, p. 6). Moreover,
work by psychiatrists has shown that more than half of the Khmer Rouge survivors living in
Cambodia have post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This mental illness can cause “survivors
[to] frequently experience intense, sometimes violent, angry outbursts against members of their
families” (Brinkley, 2011, p. 135; US Library of Congress). Even more alarming, Cambodia is
among the cases of large scale genocide where PTSD has been shown to be passed down to a
second generation.
Cambodia has a rich yet troubling history. From 1975 to 1979, the Khmer people (the
predominant group in Cambodia) were victims of a mass genocide when a communist faction
came to power. In an attempt to turn Cambodia to “year zero,” where “money, markets, formal
education, Buddhism, books, private property, diverse clothing styles, and freedom of
movement” were abolished, the Democratic Kampuchea (DK) regime was committed to doing
whatever it took to promote their agenda, including forcing people out of their homes into work
camps (Brinkley, 2011, p. 6). Over the next three years, eight months and twenty days, the DK
and Pol Pot killed an estimated two million Cambodians – equivalent to one fourth of the
population – including 80% of teachers and 95% of doctors (Brinkley, 2011, p. x; Chandler,
2008). According to Khmer historian, David Chandler (2008), the number of regime-related
death (per capita) at the hands of the DK is one of the highest recorded in world history. The
Vietnamese would eventually come to rescue Cambodia and force the DK out of power in
January 7, 1979. Yet the celebration was short lived as Cambodians would face internal and
external political conflict for the next decade.
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Political and social unrest continued to afflict Cambodia as multiple factions vied for
power, one of the consequences of which was a boom in prostitution. The United Nations
decided to intervene in Cambodia from 1992 to 1993. As the first and last declared “UN
Protectorate,” the UN helped Cambodia establish a Constitution and a democracy. Overall, the
UN spent more than $3 billion dollars, deployed 6,000 troops and utilized 5,000 civil
administrators (Brinkley, 2011, p. xiv). While the UN operation was successful in hosting
Cambodia’s first ever democratic election when 90% of the voting population turned out to the
polls, it also brought other issues (Brinkley, 2011, p. 80). As Farr (2005) stated, “journalist
Barbara Crosette wrote in 2003, one of the ‘ugliest stories surrounding international
peacekeeping in recent years is that UN operations too often fuel booms in local prostitution’”
(p.205). This phenomenon can be explained through a term called congregational prostitution,
which correlates the relationship between the demands for prostitution and the number of men
congregating away from their families. When a large group of men leave their home for another
location, such as for military reasons, the demands for prostitution in their destination site
increases (Farr, 2005). Furthermore, statistics from Farr (2005) showed that “the number of girls
and women working in prostitution in Cambodia grew from an estimated 1,500 in 1990 to
20,000 in 1993” (p.205). This is arguably the beginning of the sex trafficking problem in
Cambodia.
Background on human trafficking
Following the events of September 11, 2001, the issue of sex trafficking has notably
surfaced in the media and the political arena. Television episodes such as Dateline’s “Children
for Sale” depict disturbing footage of a young Cambodian girl offering “yum yum” or oral sex to
a male English-speaking customer (Soderlund, 2005). According to Sandy (2007), such media
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coverage has triggered passionate campaigns among prominent non-governmental agencies
(NGOs) and stirred heated public debates in regard to what actions should be taken. At the same
time, US intervention in the sex trafficking industry has also increased. The United States has
positioned itself as a significant force in the anti-trafficking arena, with the Department of Justice
spending an average of $100 million each year to combat trafficking domestically and
internationally (Soderlund, 2005, p. 67). This monetary commitment surpasses any other
country’s contribution to anti-trafficking. It is worth noting that the Bush Administration pledged
to fight sex trafficking on a global scale even as the US was experiencing a period of economic
hardship. During this time, the US waged wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, while troubling evidence
began to emerge of an impending economic crisis in the US.
While the United States has thus become an important player in the fight against sex
trafficking, feminists have been discussing the issues surrounding sex trafficking for decades.
Soderlund (2005) explains the heightened attention to sex trafficking as the product of an
“unlikely alliance” between two groups who often take opposing sides on social issues:
abolitionist feminists and right-wing Christians. Their common ground in this instance is a
commitment to end prostitution and sex trafficking. By working together they have successfully
lobbied Congress, influenced legislation, and increased public awareness of sex trafficking
issues. Nonetheless, differences exist within and between the groups – especially regarding
whether and how to support the sex workers – and these divisions add to the overall complexity
of the issues.
Gaining even a basic understanding of the sex trafficking industry can be a complex task
due to the industry’s underground nature and wide scope. For one, it is difficult to estimate the
size of the industry due to the lack of comparative data between countries in indicating the
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severity of the problem (Kangaspunta, 2010). The Future Group, an organization committed to
improving the health and well-being of all people, estimates that there are 40,000 to 100,000
prostitutes in Cambodia, while others estimate 300,000 to 500,000 (Batstone, 2007; Blackburn,
Taylor & Davis, 2010; Chuang, 2006; Kangaspunta, 2010; Smith and Mattar, 2004; Yen, 2008).
Estimates of the profits generated by the industry vary from millions to even billions of dollars
(Blackburn, Taylor & Davis, 2010). These points illustrate the magnitude of the problem.
Furthermore, major players involved in the anti-trafficking campaign disagree on definitions
relating to the industry (David, 2010; Outshoorn, 2005). Article III of the 2000 UN Protocol
against Trafficking in Persons includes the following definition:
“Trafficking in Persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring
or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of
coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position
of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the
consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.
Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or
other forms of exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs. (David, 2010, p. 236)
Despite its apparent wide scope, this definition does not consolidate the wide array of
classifications relating to sex trafficking as major actors still disagree on many terms within the
definition itself. For instance, what are coercion, servitude and forced labor? This dispute has
consequently made it challenging to implement appropriate policies to combat sex trafficking
(David, 2010).
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Cambodia has arguably one of the worst cases of sex trafficking in the world, especially
as younger and younger children are victimized. 2 Blackburn, Taylor, and Davis (2010) have
observed that the Cambodian sex trafficking industry is relatively unsophisticated compared to
Thailand’s. For instance, it easier to buy sexual services from a child in Cambodia than it is in
Thailand. One potential explanation for this difference is that the Thai government has been, for
several years now, enacting legislation to combat sex trafficking, while the Khmer government
did little to address the matter until 2004. Equally important, it has been found that most victims
of sex trafficking rescued from Cambodia have some form of venereal and other serious
infectious diseases, such as HIV and tuberculosis. In contrast, disease rates are much lower in
Thailand as condom usage is heavily promoted by their government.
Background on NGOs
Having one of the highest presences of NGOs per capita in the world, recent literature in
aid development has focused on the issue of aid effectiveness in Cambodia. Development aid or
development cooperation is traditionally given to countries of need to support long term social
and economic development. The form of aid most commonly utilized is official development
assistant (ODA), which has three distinct features: (1) it is given from government to
government, (2) includes an objective to promote economic or welfare development, and (3) can
be disbursed in the form of grants, loans or in-kind. The players in aid development include: (1)
“traditional aid donors” made up of development assistance committees (DAC) and multilateral
agencies (i.e., United Nations or World Bank), (2) non-DAC aid donors such as the Chinese
lending money to finance infrastructure projects, and (3) private aid donors such as NGOs.

2

For analysis of the factors of vulnerability (on a historical, political and social level) of Khmer victims, see Kong
(2012).
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According to the Cambodian Rehabilitation and Development Board, activities of International
NGOs (INGOs) working in Cambodia can be classified under four categories: (1) large-scale
service projects for reconstruction and infrastructure development purposes; (2) service delivery
at the provincial, district, and commune level; (3) community development activities in villages;
and (4) development, training and capacity building of local NGOs. Similarly, the mission focus
of national or local NGOs can be classified under four categories: (1) democracy and human
rights organizations, (2) development organizations aiming to improve the lives of the poor, (3)
support service organizations building human resources, and (4) community based organizations
to directly manage their own development (Brezanor et al; Cambodian Rehabilitation and
Development Board; Godfrey et al, 2002).
According to a 2006 report by the World Bank, NGOs working in Cambodia face a
plethora of challenges. They cited “uneven coverage, duplication efforts, and lack of
sustainability and overall impact” as some of the major difficulties. The lack of coordination
between the various NGOs has stretched the resources of the already limited Cambodian
government to manage the many proposed efforts (Chanboreth & Hach, 2008; CRDB/CDC,
2010; Fujimoto, 2012). Most importantly, some scholars attribute the lack of cultural sensitivity
and cultural competence of the NGOs as a major challenge. Even though activists and NGO staff
members have good intentions, they sometimes lack the cultural knowledge to understand the
clients they work with which ultimately limit their abilities to bring about real change to and for
the people.
Literature Review
The term cultural competence and cultural sensitivity is commonly used in literature
relating to education and health services. In the case of education, culturally relevant practices
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may be necessary in working with vulnerable child populations, such as those with special needs
or at risk for developing serious disturbances. In the realm of health and welfare, cultural
relevance is applicable to health practitioners providing services to those of diverse cultures,
meeting their needs through mutual understanding and acceptance; ultimately leading to more
effective service. For the purposes of this research, cultural competence is defined as “a set of
congruent behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come together in a system, agency, or among
professionals and enables that system, agency, or those professionals to work effectively in
cross–cultural situations” and it is operationally defined as “the integration and transformation of
knowledge about individuals and groups of people into specific standards, policies, practices,
and attitudes used in appropriate cultural settings to increase the quality of services; thereby
producing better outcomes” (Mark & Osher, n.d., para. 6; Grote). Furthermore, the term ‘culture’
is used to encompass the thoughts, actions, behaviors, communications, beliefs of those
belonging to a certain ethnic, religious or social groups. The term ‘competence’ is also utilized to
suggest a “capacity to function in a particular way” while ‘cross-cultural competency’ means one
is able to “identify new patterns of behavior and effectively apply them in appropriate settings”
(King & Osher, n.d., para. 7; Grote). A classic example would be a person of Asian descent
avoiding eye contact while talking to a person of Anglo descent. While the Anglo person might
perceive the Asian person as being shy and timid, the Asian person might perceive the Anglo
person as being forceful and rude. In reality, it is typical in Asian cultures to avoid constant eye
contact as a sign of respect, while Westerners see eye contact as a means of granting their
listener attention.
There are five elements in determining a system’s ability to be culturally competent. The
system should: “(1) value diversity, (2) have the capacity for cultural self–assessment, (3) be
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conscious of the "dynamics" inherent when cultures interact, (4) institutionalize cultural
knowledge, and (5) develop adaptations to service delivery reflecting an understanding of
diversity between and within cultures.” King also asserts that cultural competence spans across a
continuum starting from: (1) cultural destructiveness, 2) cultural incapacity, 3) cultural blindness,
4) cultural pre–competence, 5) cultural competency, and 6) cultural proficiency (Mark A. King).
Other critical terms include the distinction between cultural knowledge, cultural
awareness and cultural sensitivity. For one, cultural knowledge is the “familiarization with
selected cultural characteristics, history, values, belief systems, and behaviors of the members of
another ethnic group.” Cultural awareness then deals with the development of sensitivity and
understanding of another ethnic group and qualifies of openness and flexibility that people
develop in relations to others. This usually involves internal changes in terms of attitudes and
values. Note that cultural awareness must be supplemented with cultural knowledge (Adams,
1995). Lastly, cultural Sensitivity is “knowing that cultural differences as well as similarities
exist, without assigning values, i.e., better or worse, right or wrong, to those cultural differences
(National Maternal and Child Health Center on Cultural Competency, 1997). 3
With this in mind, I am interested in accessing the culturally sensitive and culturally
competent practices of NGOs working to combat human trafficking in Cambodia. This project is
a continuation of my past research paper entitled “The Politics of U.S. Intervention in the Sex
Trafficking Industry of Cambodia.” I am intrigued by the abundance of literature highlighting
foreign aid inefficiency in Cambodia, particularly over the issue of coordination as many NGOs
have overlapping goals. Moreover, I am interested in seeing whether the culturally relevant
practices of these foreign and local NGOs affect their abilities to cater to the need of Khmer
clients. Through honest and open conversations with people working in international and local
3

For a review on the literature relating to cultural competency, see Grote.
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NGOS and the CRDB/CDC, I hope to gain some perspective on their perception of the current
practices with the goal of better understanding the nature and actors involved in sex trafficking.
Method
Human research, in the form of semi-structured interviews, were conducted during the
month of June 2012 and continued into the first week of August 2012. Subjects were recruited
using the “Cambodian NGO database” provided by the Cambodian Rehabilitation and
Development Board/Council for the Development of Cambodia (CRDB/CDC). The PI focused
on NGOs within the “Service & Cross Sectoral Programmes” sector, more specifically within the
“Community and Social Welfare” subsector, with active and on-going project(s) relating to
human trafficking (Cambodian Rehabilitation and Development Board/Council for the
Development of Cambodia, 2012). Once the PI arrived in Cambodia, she recruited subjects via emails, in-person visits, and referrals from her network. Human subjects are then staff members of
the NGOs selected as part of the case study and staff members of the CRDB/CDC.
The PI was able to secure interviews with eight individuals representing three NGOs and
the local Cambodian government. These NGOs represented included two international NGOs−
SISHA and Chab Dai− and one local Khmer NGO, COSECAM. Due to the sensitive nature of
the topic at hands, participants were provided with a detailed summary of what this research
entails in both English and Khmer. A translator was present at each interview and the subjects
were asked to give a verbal consent. During the interviews, the conversation was recorded and
hand written notes were taken upon approval from the subject. The PI took careful measures to
protect the privacy and confidentiality of the subjects involved including: destroying any
personal information once the interviews were transcribed, locking all research documents and
consent forms, and encrypting all digital documents.
Sample Population
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The first international NGO is the South East Asia Investigations into Social and
Humanitarian Activities (SISHA). According to their website and literature provided at the
interviews, SISHA is an “anti-human trafficking and exploitation” organization whose mission is
"to provide justice for victims of human trafficking and other forms of exploitation by
strengthening the criminal justice system, and victim, social and legal support services
throughout Asia" (SISHA, n.d., para 1). They are registered as an Australian not-for-profit
organization with the Cambodian government, working to “ensure justice and the protection of
human rights for victims of human trafficking, bonded labour, physical and sexual assault and
other forms of exploitation and oppression in South East Asia” (SISHA, n.d., para 1). This nonreligious, non-political, and non-governmental organization has two main offices in the capitol of
Phnom Penh. Their management team mainly consists of foreign staff members, while the
majority of their approximately 20 staff members are locally employed. SISHA also receives a
number of foreign interns each year, while their Board of Directors and Expert Advisory Group
consists of internationally diverse individuals who are committed to ending human trafficking.
Most importantly, the work of SISHA is divided into three components: investigations, aftercare,
and legal support. The investigation unit is responsible for interviewing incoming cases of
exploitation and gathering evidence to bring alleged offenders to trial in Cambodia. The aftercare
department often collaborates with other NGOs that operate shelters, so they are able to refer
clients to new homes in circumstances where their current living situation is unsafe. Lastly, the
legal support team ensures that the victims attain justice through follow-up sessions and make
certain that their offenders pay the legal costs (SISHA).
The second international NGO is Chab Dai (meaning “joining hands” in Cambodian), a
coalition of “50 Christian organizations in Cambodia working against trafficking and
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exploitation through prevention, aftercare, reintegration, and livelihood development” (Chab Dai
Coalition). Chab Dai was founded in Cambodia in 2005, but they have also established offices in
the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. Similar to SISHA, the management staff of
Chab Dai mainly consists of foreign workers, while a majority of their operational staff consists
of local Khmer workers. In addition to advocating the core international values of Chab Dai (i.e.,
knowing for sharing, advocacy for justice, support for strength, and hope for the future), the
Phnom Penh office strives to create a learning community where collaboration and information
sharing is strongly emphasized using the coalition model. In addition, they focus on prevention
and intervention by providing workshops and informational sessions regarding the warning signs
of trafficking scams and other related topics to promote awareness among rural Cambodian
communities. The common drive among the 50 sister organizations of the Chab Dai Coalition is
their theme of sharing the Christian gospel and to bring “healing and hope through faith in Jesus
and through practical support so they are able to become all God has intended for their lives in
the future” (Chab Dai Coalition). At the same time, it is important to note that Chab Dai and their
coalition partners serve all population, regardless of one’s stance on faith.
The PI was able to recruit one local NGO for this study, the NGO Coalition to Address
(Sexual) Exploitation of Children in Cambodia (COSECAM). Based on the founding motto that
“One stick breaks easily but a bunch is unbreakable,” this NGO uses a similar structure to the
Chab Dai Coalition (COSECAM). Starting with three member coalition partners in 2001,
COSECAM has increased its size to include 24 sister organizations. COSECAM is a not-forprofit, non-religious, non-political, and non-governmental organization whose mission is to
“advocate for improvements and work to assist children in need, particularly those who are
abused, exploited or maltreated” (COSECAM, n.d., para. 2). The staff members at COSECAM
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are Khmer, but they do occasionally receive technical training and the organization receives
consultation services from the international network. Their strategy is to strengthen the capacity
of local NGOs, bridge gaps and overlaps between sister organizations, and lobby for better child
welfare policies through connections with the local government and international agencies. They
host a variety of programs, including the Girls Speak Out (GSO) Project as part of their
Advocacy programing where young victims of human trafficking are exposed to a series of
workshop on empowerment. Through numerous exercises involving self-esteem building,
empowerment, professional skills development, the young girls are encouraged to share their
stories and network with other victims as part of the healing process. In addition, COSECAM
also offers a series of workshops to the management staffs and leaders of other NGOs in
Cambodia. Here, they are able to network with other organizations, develop professional, and
gain technical knowledge to bring back to their respective organization.
The last organization profiled in this study is the Cambodian Rehabilitation and
Development Board/Council for the Development of Cambodia (CRDB/CDC), a branch of the
Royal Cambodian government. According to the Sub Decree No. 149 ANK BK, Article 13
written on October 3rd, 2008, the role of the CRDB/CDC is to “serve as a one-stop service”
between the Royal government and other donor countries. Lead by the Prime Minister of
Cambodia, Samdech (The Honorable) Hun Sen, the CRDB/CDC is responsible for coordinating
foreign aid in accordance with the National Development Strategic Plan, enhance the
effectiveness of development assistance, and to provide technical support to donors in an effort
to harmonize and eliminate overlaps between various NGOs. This In addition, the mission of the
organization includes reviewing new and renewed applications of local and foreign NGOs,
managing the NGO database, keeping records of all applicable documents, and hosting aid
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coordination meetings, just to name a few. It is unclear from the website and the interview how
many staff members are assigned to the CRDB/CDC, but it can be concluded that a majority, if
not all, of the staff members are Khmer.
Discussion
The main problem in regards to cultural sensitivity can be traced to two factors:
differences within organization and differences outside the organization. For one, it should not
be a surprise that a majority of the cultural clashes occur within the organization, especially one
that is comprised of both local Khmer and foreign staff members. This is particularly evident
among the data collected from SISHA versus the Chab Dai Coalition. Although both are
registered as international NGOs with the Royal Government, the staff makeup of SISHA
consists of more foreign management staffs in comparison to the Chab Dai Coalition. Therefore,
it is expected that the staff members at SISHA will express more concerns in regards to cultural
misunderstanding than the staff members working for the Chab Dai Coalition, and indeed that
was found to be the case. Furthermore, common issues of concern among staff members can
include− differences in language proficiency, differences in human capacity, and differences in
knowledge of Khmer culture− all of which I will go into details later in this section.
The second source of problems can stem from differences among staff members and the
clients they serve. Similar to other cultures and not necessarily unique to Cambodian culture, the
diversity among an ethnic group can be immense. Even if members of a group shares similar
cultural background, it does not necessarily ensure that they share common economic, political,
or religious stances. Best stated by a staff member at COSECAM, “Because even among the
clients we work with, there’s a huge diversity. We have orphaned children, children with
disabilities, children with different needs, just to name a few.” Therefore, there are cases where
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cultural sensitivity proves to be an issue among the foreign and local Khmer workers and their
Khmer clients. I would also like to point out that most of the Khmer staff members working for
NGOs or “Angkar” tend to be highly educated individuals according to Cambodian standards. A
majority hold, at minimum, a bachelor’s degree from a university, which is often reserved for
middle to high class people with enough financial means. Their background may differ widely
from the population they serve− which tends to be poor and illiterate individuals and families
living in the countryside.
Once the topic of cultural sensitivity and cultural competency were brought up, most of
the subjects acknowledged problems that may arise if these two practices are not prioritized.
Some of the issues expressed centered on the themes of a hostile and inefficient work
environment. These acknowledgements are especially critical to this exploratory study because it
illustrates the relevance of the issue at hand. For one, an organization that fails to address
culturally sensitive practices may fall prey to exacerbating a hostile work environment. Similar
to other common points of conflict in the workplace (i.e., punctuality, lack of motivation,
communication), a clash in culture can escalate if not addressed directly. One example brought
up over and over again in the interviews is the contrast in work pace between Western and
Cambodian culture. While Westerners are accustomed to completing tasks as fast as possible, the
same cannot be said about the work pace in Cambodia in part due to the systemic slowness of the
bureaucracy. Hence, when a foreign staff member approaches a local staff member about their
lack of progress, this may serve as a source of tension in the work environment. In turn, this can
build up over time and produce more inefficiency within the organization.
Collective differences between Western culture and Cambodian culture, causing a clash
in the work place, include differences in language proficiency, human capacity, knowledge of
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Cambodian culture, and knowledge of Cambodian political and bureaucratic system. To begin
with, a majority of the native Khmer subjects expressed difficulties with mastering English
proficiency, often creating less than ideal communication style with their foreign staff members.
Although most of the Khmer workers have some experience in English language courses at their
school, their level of proficiency is limited due to the materials taught and expertise of the
teachers. For example, English schools can be found all over the capitol of Phnom Penh. It is
now more common for Khmer children to learn English before, or in conjunction with learning
their native Khmer language, because more parents see the value of learning English over
Khmer. Whether the materials and instruction given are effective is questionable, as many of
these teachers are either foreign college graduates recruited to teach English for short periods of
time or Khmer teachers taught by another Khmer. Therefore, while English courses are easily
accessible, the mastery and proficiency of their students to work in settings with native English
speakers is uncertain.
Another example in regard to language is how certain words or phrases translate or fail to
translate across cultures. This often causes misunderstanding as to the intentions of the speaker
and listener when it comes to communication. In fact, one subject refers to a particular instance:
For example, my brother went to a meeting in Russia with people from various countries,
and one Russian guy shouted “shut up!”. When someone speaks out like that, in
Cambodian, that word is very strong and it sticks in our mind. So he [my brother]
complained to his team leader that the gentleman is inconsiderate. He [my brother] didn’t
understand that this word is used regularly in other cultures. But for Cambodians, this
word is very rough. It’s a rude word. You should use another word. Because you come
from one country, you have your own culture and I have my own culture. Before you
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speak, you should think about your audience and how it may affect them. Yea, that is
why this is very important. Before going to other country, we should study the culture for
communication purposes. – SISHA staff member
From this example, one can see how the phrase “shut up” can take different meanings for
different cultures. Although they convey the same negative meaning, the level of severity to a
Cambodian person is higher because of the collectivistic culture, where saving faces is a top
priority.
Another challenge in the implementation of culturally relevant practices is differences in
human capacity in regards to the level of education. These differences often lead to a gap in
skills or qualifications of NGO workers compared to their international staff counterparts. For
one, the educational system in Cambodia is less rigorous compared that in the United States.
Therefore, a bachelor’s degree earned at a university in Cambodia is not equivalent to a
bachelor’s degree earned in the U.S. One worker acknowledged this difference:
When we work with foreigners, we know that they bring in a different level of education.
A bachelor’s degree in Cambodia does not compare to a bachelor’s degree from abroad.
But why? Because their educational system is far superior, but us Cambodians we learn
normally. They excel in research and equality [limited corruption within the system], but
Cambodian students we learn from books and do research on the internet. So the level of
education does not compare. – SISHA staff member.
Secondly, the educational system in Cambodia is notorious for corruption and money pocketing.
Unless one is in the very top percent of their class, it is difficult to attain merit and/or need based
scholarships to attend college, much less graduate with a degree regardless of performance in
class. An article by Judy Ledgerwood, Professor of Anthropology at Northern Illinois University,
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states that the Cambodian government makes one of the lowest contributions per pupil to
primary education in the world (Ledgerwood). A survey of 77 schools in 11 provinces and
Phnom Penh found that the average family pay 74.8 percent of the cost of primary education,
with the government paying only 12.9 percent. Some teachers are forced to charge their students
a daily fee, even though education is supposedly “free” up to grade 12, because the teachers do
not make enough money to support their families (Ledgerwood). From my conversations with
numerous university students in Cambodia, I learned that corruption in the K-12 educational
sector transmits into the University level as well. For example, those pursuing advanced degrees
(i.e., Medical Doctor degree or MD, Juris Doctoral degree or JD) know that schools and
administrators often require students to pay a fee of approximately $5000-$10,000 in order to
graduate with their degree. Therefore, this highlights the contrast between the two educational
systems; consequently, the gap in the level of training and qualification for NGO workers in
Cambodia due to their limited educational system.
The last common theme in sources that may cause cultural clashes in the work
environment is differences in knowledge of Cambodian culture and politics. For one, multiple
subjects allude to the dilemmas of insider versus outsider, us versus them, or Cambodians versus
Westerners. Examples of this division are apparent in the following interview extracts: “Because
we are raised as Cambodian children, and we are used to the Khmer culture,” “Us Cambodians
understand the culture and traditions here,” and “If they understand us, we understand them.”
Secondly, referrals to the “way of life” explain the relationship between institutional barriers and
one’s ability to affect change. A worker at SISHA interestingly mentioned the following:
There’s a conflict in the way of life. Foreigners live in a democratic country, so their
brains are focused on freedom. They are not scared of anything. But us Cambodians,
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when we work, we often feel scared. Especially, we are scared of people in power or
those who have more money than us. – SISHA staff member.
At the same time, referrals to the “way of life” were often made in regard to implications with
Cambodian politics and bureaucracy. Two participants explained this situation:
You probably already know that in our country of Kampuchea, everything moves very
slowly. There are multiple levels in our government and the bureaucracy bogs everything
down. What would take 1 month abroad would take 2 or 3 months here. You also need to
spend some money to get the process moving. But I don’t want to accuse anybody of
corruption here; it’s just the way of life. – COSECAM staff member.

For example, the bureaucratic process in Cambodian politics is quite complex. When you
deal with the government, there’s the court and the police. Foreigners come in with a
different mindset than we do. Their culture and way of life is different. When doing any
task, the foreigners expect to have it completed immediately. For example [person’s
name], when he wants to do something, he wants to go for it immediately because that’s
how it’s done in his country. If he wants to have someone arrested, he wants it
immediately. But not that’s not how it’s done in Cambodia. The laws are different than in
America or Australia. – SISHA staff member.
Together, these examples illustrate the complicated nature of navigating the Cambodian political
system. Most scholars and NGOs are aware of Cambodia’s weak political structure, especially in
regards to the high level of corruption and lack of transparency. Today’s government is ruled by
Prime Minister Hun Sen, who has ruled Cambodia for more than three decades since the
Vietnamese liberated Cambodia from the Khmer Rouge in 1979. This one-eye leader (the other
side is a glass eye) and former Khmer Rouge commander, is known for his little tolerance for
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dissent. According to human rights group, opposition leaders to the Sen’s party have been jailed,
killed or “disappeared,” while his allies have been seizing land on a large scale (Baker, 2012;
Brinkley, 2011). In many ways, various governmental entities including the national assembly
and sectorial ministries operate in the same elusive manner.
As stated by the various interviewees, some foreign workers hold limited knowledge or
experience in navigating such a political system as it may drastically differ from their home
institutions. Thus, they may grow frustrated and impatient while waiting for legal matters to
proceed. In regard to involvement with bribing local governmental officials, interviewees gave
mixed answers. In fact, two workers in one NGO gave opposite answers. While some
acknowledge that their organizations often give “money under the table” to speed up legal
processes by appealing to the “way of life in Cambodia,” some mentioned their strategies to
build relationships with officials over the years. The latter can include providing for police
officers’ supplementary needs: “After the court issues a warrant, we cooperate with the police to
arrest the offender. The police will often call us at this stage because they don’t have the money
for gas and food to go make the arrest. So we help them at this stage.” Most importantly, such
knowledge of customs and bureaucracy may only be available to local Khmer workers or those
with extensive work experience in Cambodia.
A component that can cushion the clash of cultural and political knowledge is one’s work
experience in Cambodia. This is evident in the case of the Chab Dai Coalition, as one individual
stated:
Our executive leader has been living in Cambodia for so long, she knows our culture. We
are able to work together well. She’s been living in Cambodia for so long that it’s like her
birth country. I know she likes living here better than her birth country. So I refer to her
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as another Khmer… In reality, the law can be moving slowly when you work with the
police and the courts. So we must warn our executive leader of this uncertainty. But I
think my executive leader knows this already, she’s been working here for a while and
she knows our characters. So she doesn’t blame us, she waits alongside with us. That is
the truth though, particularly in the provinces. The law can be very slow, even if we
asked for the officials to speed up the process, it may not happen and we can’t control
that. – Chab Dai Coalition staff member.
At the same time, relationships among Khmer and Western employees are not always at odds as
most Khmer workers expressed enjoyment in such cross-cultural settings. They discussed the
friendly nature of their foreign bosses, often followed by themes of equality and respect in the
work place:
I think the foreigners are very respectful and understanding of our culture. They like to
give us praises. Therefore, even with the cultural difference, we do not face any
difficulties in working with them. We are very team-minded and focused on helping
people and each other. They are very lighthearted, give praises and chit-chat. I like that.Chab Dai Coalition staff member.
When asked about strategies to resolve cultural differences, often a “learn as you go”
approach was cited. My questioning was to probe whether NGOs have a system or strategies in
place to tackle common issues in the workplace when it comes to cultural clashes. Instead, most
workers expressed themes of teaching and informing one another. One worker from SISHA
acknowledged that “the interns, workers, and executives from abroad may have a hard time at
first, but we are willing to teach and help them.” Furthermore, staff members are more than
welcome to bring up issues at the organization’s weekly meeting that is aimed at unifying the
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organization. Common words and themes utilized by staff members were patience and practicing
understanding.
The “learn as you go” strategy to tackling issues, as mentioned above can serve as
another source of tension in NGOs. In a way, it once again points to the need of prioritizing
culturally relevant practices in cross-cultural settings. One contrasting model is to teach or
inform all staff members of potential sources of cultural clashes ahead of time, employing a
preventative lens rather than a remedial lens. One example is provide a workshop or some form
of training on the best practices in cross-cultural work settings. Perhaps practices specifically
tailored to the culture and customs of the country one is working in will be especially helpful.
This conveniently leads to my next topic: what are the important cultural issues to
consider when working in Cambodia? At the most basic level, one should be familiar with
Khmer history and traditions. Cambodia’s current status and position in the world today is very
much a result of the tragedies that occurred during and after the reign of the Khmer Rouge
regimes. Many Cambodians continue to suffer on a mental and/or physical level, while some still
hold a general distrust of government and leaders. Abundance of information from newspapers,
books, documentaries and films are available for those wishing to learn more about Cambodia’s
past.
Most importantly, the consequences of the Khmer Rouge era continue to affect every
aspect of life in Cambodia, including political and economic institutions. One consequence is a
fear of political and economic instability which has prevented the development of transparency
and accountability and has fostered a willingness on the part of the people to allow the
continuance of a government which has been in power for 40 years. For one, corruption or
“money under the table” is notorious in Cambodian politics. In almost every aspect of life, from
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getting out of a speeding ticket or being able to attend the country’s “free” primary education,
bribe money is ubiquitous. This way of doing business is no different in the judicial system
where often cases will not be looked at until certain officials are “take care of.” Without going
into further details about corruption in Cambodia because that is not the purpose of this essay,
the central argument is whether these government officials are compensated enough for their
duties in order to provide for their families. In most cases, some will argue that because their
salaries are so low, they have no choice but to turn to bribe money to survive. Therefore, it is
crucial that foreigners understand the complexity of Cambodian bureaucracy and politics, as well
as develop the abilities to judge their own roles and contribution to the system.
In this final section, I will discuss additional challenges that NGOs may face besides
issues with cultural clashes. One issue especially pertinent to NGOs tackling human trafficking is
the hazy distinction between coercion and choice in dealing with vulnerable clients. While in
some cases young girls and women are deceived or tricked into human trafficking, often by a
close relative or friend rather than a stranger, at times the question of choice comes into play. For
example, a young girl may realize that the only way to save her family is if she becomes a sex
worker for a short period of time in order to supplement her family’s income. Is this really a
choice or circumstantial coercion? Also doing so exposes her to dangers of exploitation from
clients and pimps. In such cases, should NGOs intervene or leave the issue aside? The arguments
can swing both ways, which, once again, highlights the complex relationship between coercion
and choice when dealing with vulnerable issues.
Another similar issue expressed by the interviewees is difficulty in identifying “real”
versus “fake” victims. In other words, ways to distinguish between those who truly need help or
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those who seek to use the resources provided by the NGOs beyond seeking help or justice as for
instance to seek personal vengeance. One worker from SISHA recalled such a situation:
For example, there is a rape case. They told us that they’re 16 years old and they’ve been
raped. But after we interview them and collect the evidence, they go reconcile with the
offender. We actually learned that the girl was in a relationship with the “offender.” They
were boyfriend and girlfriend and they had slept together. Afterwards, her mother saw
them and wanted the man to take responsibility [In Khmer culture, pre-marital sex is
heavily frowned upon]. But the man didn’t want to take responsibility, so that’s why they
filed a rape claim with the police and eventually came to us. She said she was forced and
raped, but in reality, it was a consent relationship. And that was the end of our case.
In such case, the organization is forced to close down the case. Their time and energy spent on
interviewing the victim, filing paperwork, and investigating the case is wasted. In addition, their
credibility with the courts is also diminished.
Interestingly, the numbers of retracted cases are also high for victims with legitimate
stories. This is because issues are resolved “outside the law,” where the offender will often offer
the victim cash to retract their claims. Another SISHA worker asserts that,
This is a problem for us because we spent time and energy on this case to go meet the
client, find a lawyer and judge, and we want to follow with the case. Sometimes the
clients will decide that they don’t want to help themselves anymore, so they would lie to
us or change the story. Other times, we have to deal with politics as the case may be
moving slowing. Then our clients are discouraged, and instead of thinking that the
police’s work may be slow, they think that our NGO is incompetent and that we’re not
putting our full efforts to help them.
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In order to address this issue, SISHA is now implementing a stricter in-take interviewing
process. During this client screening procedure, they are looking for victims who are patient and
truly desire justice.
The third source of challenge is securing enough funding. INGOs often have a bigger
budget than local NGOs, seeking private donors from their home country. Similar to other nonprofit organizations, INGOs and NGOs are reliant on grants to fund their projects and cover
administrative costs. This dependence on grants has direct implications on the sorts of projects
the organization works on each year as the final authority rests on the donors. The executive
leaders of each organization must have the ability to identify suitable grants for their projects or
tweak their proposals to match the objectives set forth by funders. When asked about
considerations for success for their NGOs, the interviewees shared a common need to please
their donors−showcasing their efficiency and success in reports, presentations, etc. This type of
strategy is intuitively logical as it only makes sense for NGOs to form positive relationships with
their donors in order to ensure future funding.
Finally, the many anti-human trafficking NGOs operating in Cambodia hold differing
definitions of what is considered human trafficking. While some organizations utilize an
expansive umbrella of any exploitative situations as human trafficking, some stand by a more
narrow definition as set by the UN Protocol against Trafficking in Persons. Perhaps this is where
the role of various coalitions, like the COSECAM or the Chab Dai Coalition, can utilize their
efforts to mobilize and unite anti-human trafficking NGOs, starting with the basic definition of
human trafficking as well as serving as information hubs to smaller organizations.
Conclusion
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Returning to my three research questions posed at the beginning of this study, I found the
topic of cultural sensitivity and competency to be a low priority among the Cambodian
government and NGOs operating in the country. For the most part, some are not aware of what
this issue is, much less certain as to how to address it. Issues relating to cultural clash did often
arise inside and outside the office, but there was no set structure or strategy to deal with such
issues. Ear (2013) states that “Cambodia has become a laboratory for donor trial-and-error
experiments”, and certainly ways of addressing cultural clashes fits this statement.
When registering and renewing as an NGO through the Cambodian Rehabilitation and
Development Board/Council for the Development of Cambodia (CRDB/CDC), applicants are
not provided with any sort of guidelines or trainings as to how best navigate the Cambodian
culture, context, and people. This is not surprising given Cambodia’s large dependency on
foreign aid. In fact, in one conversation that I had with a staff member of the CRDB/CDC, I
learned that the Cambodian government tends to favor international NGOs versus local NGOs
because their streams of income or budgets are larger and more consistent. This highlights the
priority of the CRDB/CDC and the Royal Government− to attract and approve NGOs with big
solid budgets that will provide services to the Cambodian people so members of the Royal
Government staff can, in turn, focus on more personal tasks.
On the other hand, out of the NGOs that I interviewed, only a limited number
acknowledged issues with cultural sensitivity and competency. Some mentioned that new
employees must go through orientation where they are trained on the issue, while the majority
expressed a “learn as you go” approach. This means that employees are free to bring up issues or
concerns during at large organizational meetings. The context also matters in this case as NGOs
consisting of foreign and Khmer employees often face more issues with cultural differences in
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comparison to organizations consisting solely of Khmer natives. This distinction in no way
diminishes the cultural clashes that local NGOs may face in working with Khmer clients,
especially those of underrepresented and underserved background in Cambodia, including clients
from among indigenous, rural, or disabled backgrounds.
Finally, without this awareness of cultural sensitivity, or the acknowledgement of
similarities and differences without assigning values, it is difficult for an organization to be truly
culturally competent. The overall consensus is that most NGOs lack the infrastructure to achieve
this ideal organizational practice, in part because they are not provided with the proper resources
by the Cambodian government and in part because of their own limited resources as a private
entity. Furthermore, they may not have the time and resources to integrate and develop such
structure given their commitment to their donors.
What lessons can we take away from this case study? How does it relate to the bigger
scheme of aid effectiveness and dependency in Cambodia? For one, I hope that the preliminary
findings from this case study will serve to start the conversation about the issue for all the actors
involved in the operations of NGOs in Cambodia. It is my intention to shed some light on the
often overlooked but critical issue of what and how to be culturally sensitive and competent in
one’s daily interaction with clients and fellow staff members. I believe that once this issue is
properly addressed, perhaps foreign assistance that funds projects in Cambodia will be more
effective because it better serves the need of the clients, as well as eases the process for the
people involved in carrying out these projects. Yet achieving this sense of cultural sensitivity and
competency is not an easy feat. Culture is fluid and constantly evolving based on the context and
time period. Hence, all actors involved in the implementation of foreign aid must be continually
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aware of their unintentional self-biases going into their work, while always seeking opportunities
to learn more about the culture and the specific population they set out to assist.
Another issue that I witnessed first hand while living and conducting research in
Cambodia is the unavoidable culture of corruption. From a western stand point of view, it
seemed like the entire political, economic, and social infrastructure is run by this “money under
the table” standard of operation. Most importantly, there seems to be no political will to change
such culture of corruption. Ear (2013) points out that “corruption is one outcome of Cambodia’s
past, and aid dependence has exacerbated it.” I would agree with Ear that only so much can be
blamed on Cambodia’s history, instead we need to focus on the present and the long-term danger
of foreign aid dependence. Best stated by Ear (2013): “Foreign aid has crippled the government’s
political will to tax, and without taxation, the link between government accountability and
popular elections is broken. Corruption is the logical choice… It is by weakening accountability
that foreign aid harms governance, by increasing the incentive for corruption and diluting
political will” (p. 12). One solution then would require that NGOs put pressure on the
Cambodian Government to carry their share of the load in providing for its own people in order
to induce accountability.
The findings from this explorative study have many limits, which just highlights the need
for future research. For one, the relatively small and uneven sample size was an obstacle to a
comprehensive analysis of current NGOs’ practices relating to cultural sensitivity. Within a span
of eight weeks, the PI was able to recruit two INGOs and one local NGO. While able to secure
three staff members from both INGOs, only one staff member agreed to be interviewed from the
local NGO. Therefore, the views and opinions represented may not be a comprehensive picture
as more subjects are needed to supply that.
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One recommendation for future studies is to replicate a similar set of procedures and
interview questions to examine organizational practices of NGOs operating in another country.
This comparing and contrasting feature would be interesting for nations like Haiti, which is
known for having the most concentrated number of active NGOs per capita. One can investigate
in the infrastructures and resources provided by the Haitian government in its management of
NGOs and INGOs, as well as the role each organization has established. Another option is to
evaluate cultural sensitivity and competency in nations where foreign aid is known to produce
positive outcomes. In that sense, we can utilize the policies and practices of such nations as
“models” for countries severely lagging behind, like Cambodia.
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Appendix B
Interview Questions for Staff Members of NGOs (English version)
a)

Aim to answer: Which NGOs in Cambodia are involved in this study?
a. What is the name of your NGO?
b. Tell me a little bit about your group. What is your mission/vision/goals/ history?
c. Organization structure
i. How many people work for this organization?
ii. Where is the organization based?

b)

Aim to answer: In which sector are these NGOs active/ what is their core business?
a. In which sector is this NGO active?
b. What is the target client group(s) of this NGO?
c. Which specific projects are set up/managed by this NGO?
d. In which other projects is this NGO involved?
e. How does this NGO fund its projects?

c)

Aim to answer: How responsible is the Cambodian government in ensuring NGOs are
equipped with culturally-sensitive background/knowledge?
a. What is the process like to register your NGO to be officially recognized and
accepted by the Cambodian government?
b. Were you surprised by how easy/difficult the process was?
c. Were there any requirements or trainings you had to attend?
i. If so, what kind?
d. Did you feel the training provided was adequate?
i. If so, why?
ii. If not, what else would you of liked to learn about?

d)

Aim to answer: How responsible is the NGO in ensuring their staffs are equipped with
culturally-sensitive background/knowledge?
a. It is said that many NGOs in Cambodia can achieve greater success in their
endeavors if they were to implement more culturally-sensitive practices. Cultural
sensitivity is defined as "Knowing that cultural differences as well as similarities
exist, without assigning values, i.e., better or worse, right or wrong, to those
cultural differences."
b. Are you staff trained to be culturally sensitive to your clients?
i. If so- from who?
1. What does this training entail?
ii. If no- why not?
c. Do you think it’s necessary to provide training?
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d. What cultural issues are important for your staff to consider?
e. How effective do you think your organization addresses these concerns?
f. Are your staffs familiar with culturally-sensitive practices before working here?
e)

Aim to answer: What are the perceptions of cultural competent within these NGOs?
a. It is said that many NGOs in Cambodia can achieve greater success in their
endeavors if they were to ensure a higher cultural competence level. Culturally
competence is then defined as "a set of congruent behaviors, attitudes, and
policies that come together in a system, agency, or among professionals and
enables that system, agency or those professionals to work effectively in crosscultural situations” and it "...is the integration and transformation of knowledge
about individuals and groups of people into specific standards, policies, practices,
and attitudes used in appropriate cultural settings..." for the betterment of the
communities one is working in.
b. What in your experience come up most common problems in working with your
clients?
c. What tools or processes does your NGO utilize to identify a problem? Or how do
you develop various projects/programs?
d. How often do you collaborate with the Cambodian government or citizens in the
developmental aspect of your projects/programs?
e. How do you measure/indicate/consider success or progress within your NGO?
f. Have you confronted in a situation where you felt ill-equipped to understand the
situation because of cultural differences?
i. If so, please describe

•

កិច�សំភា សបុគ�លិកអង�កា
Question #1
•
•
•
•

•

េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមាេឈា េពញអ�?ី
សូមអ�ក្របាខអ�ំ ំពីអង�កា
េដ្រត�សៗេល េបសកកម� ចក��វ�ស័យ េគាលបំ
និង្របវត�ិអង�ក?
េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមាសមា កប៉ុន�ន?
េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមាទីតាេ�កែន�ងណេផ្សងេទៀតែដរឬ?

Question #2
•
•
•

េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមាេធ�ើសកម�ភាតំបន់ណខ�ះ?
េតើ្រក�មេគា របស់អង�កាអ�កជអ�កណ?
េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមា�វ�ធីអខ�ះ?
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•
•
•

•

•

េតើមាេធ�អង�ការបស់អ�កកាជអង�កាែដលទទួលសា鸠�េដ
រជរដ �ភិ្របេទកម��ជ?
េតើដំេណើរកាៃនកាចុះេឈា េនះមាភាង្រស�និងលំបាអ�ខី �ះ?
េតើមុននឹងទទួលបាចុះេឈា េនះ េតើេគតំរូវេឣយមវគ�បណ�� ះ បណ�ពីច្បោកា អ�ី
ខ�ះ?
 ្របសិេបើមា េតើមាអ�ីខ�ះ?
េតើកាបណ�� ះបណ�េនះឣបំេពញនូវតំរូវការបស់អង�កាអ�កែដលឬេទ?
 េបើសិនជឣចបំេតំរូវកា
អង�កាអ�ក េហតុអ?�ី
 េបើសិនជមិនឣបំេពញតំរូវកាបា េតើអង�ការបស់អ�ក្រត�កាវគ�បណ�� ះបណ
�អ�ី
េផ្សេទៀត?

Question #4
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

េតើមានសហការជមួយអង�កាេផ?
េតើអង�កាេនះបាិធិមកពីណ?

Question #3
•
•

•
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ខ��ំបាឹ េដើម្បីេឣយសំេរចកា
ន NGO ្រត�វយល់ដឹងអំព Cultural
sensitivity ។ (Cultural sensitivity គឺជការ បង�ញេឣយេឃើញនូវវ ទំេនៀមទំលា
្របៃពណ និងរេបៀបរបបរស់េ�្របចា ំៃថ�របស់្របជជន) េតើពិតែមនរ�េទ?
េតើបុគ�លិករបស់អង�កា
ទទួលវគ�បណ�� ះ បណ�លព Cultural sensitivity
េនះឬេទ?
 ្របសិនេបើម េតើេ�កែន�ងណ?
 េតើវគ�បណ�� ះបណ
�លេនះមា�ី?
េតើអ�កគិតថវគ�បណ� �ះបណ�លេនះមា សា?
េតើប�� អ�ីែដលទា ែដលបុគ�លិកគួរែតពិចា ?
េតើកា
េលើេនះមា្របសិទ�ភា?
េតើអ�កអនុវត�ចំណុចខាងេលើេនះមុនចូលបំេរ�កា
ឬក៏េទើបែតអនុវត�េពលចូលេធ�ើកា ?

Question #5
•

ខ��ំបា ន េដើម្បីេឣយសំេរចកា រេនះេ�េដយរលូនអង�កា Cultural
competence ។ Cultural competence គឺជការ បង�ញពីរេបៀបរបបៃនកា
វប្បធម អរ�យធម៌ ្របៃពណីរបស់្របេទសនិមួ
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េដើម្បីេធ�ើជកាះដឹងរវងគា
េដើម្បីយកមកអនុវត�ន៍ក��ងអង�កា
ា ព្រប េតើពិតែមនឬេទ?
តាេសា ធន៍កា
ដលអ�កធា
េតើធាេឡើងចំេពាេគ?
េតើមា�កា រអ�កបា?ឬ
េតើអង�កា ិវឌ្ឍគំេរងេដយរ?
េដើម្បីអភិវឌ្ឍន៏គំេរង េតើអង�កា
ប់ជួបជមួយ្របជពរ
និងសហកា មួយរជរដ�ភិបា?
េតើអ�កវយតំៃ(វស់ែវ)េ�េលើភា គំេរងអ�កេដយរេបៀ?
េតើអ�កធា្របឈមនឹងប��ែដលបណ�លមកពីកា ពខុសគា
ប់ែដរឬេទ? ្របសិនេបើម សូមប�� ក់។
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Appendix C
Interview Questions for key informants of the Cambodian Rehabilitation and Development
Board/Council for the Development of Cambodia or the CRDB/CDC (English Version)
a)

Aim to answer: background on CRDB/CDC
a. What is the name of your organization?
b. Tell me a little bit about your group. What is your mission/vision/goals/ history?
c. Organization structure
i. How many people work for this organization?
ii. Where is the organization based?

b)

Aim to answer: how does the CRDB/CDC fits within the greater Cambodian
government
a. In which sector of the government is this agency active?
b. What is the target client group(s) of this agency?
c. Which specific projects are set up/managed by this agency?
d. In which other projects are this agency involved?
e. How does this agency fund its projects?

c)

Aim to answer: background on NGO
a. According to the agency, what is an NGO?
b. What is the difference between an international NGO and national NGO?
c. About how many INGO and national NGOs are working in Cambodia?
d. It is said that Cambodia has one of the highest NGO per capita in the world. Why
do you think so many people are interested in establishing and working in NGOs
here?
e. Do you agree with their motives?
i. If so, why?
ii. If not, why not?

d)

Aim to answer: what are the processes to register and establish an NGO as set forth
by the CRDB/CDC?
a. What is the process like to register and establish an NGO in Cambodia?
b. How many applications do you think your agency receives each year? Of those,
how many are accepted?
c. Do you provide any training to the NGOs once they are recognized as an official
NGO?
i. If so, what do these trainings entail?
ii. If not, do you think trainings should be provided?
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Aim to answer: what are the perceptions of cultural sensitivity and cultural competent
among staff members of the CRCD/CDC?
a. It is said that many NGOs in Cambodia can achieve greater success in their
endeavors if they were to implement more culturally-sensitive practices. Cultural
sensitivity is defined as "Knowing that cultural differences as well as similarities
exist, without assigning values, i.e., better or worse, right or wrong, to those
cultural differences."
b. How important or what ways is it important to be culturally sensitive while
working in Cambodia?
i. If so, why?
ii. If not, why not?
c. What cultural issues are important for NGOs to consider in working in
Cambodia?
d. How effective do you think these NGOs addresses these concerns?
e. It is said that many NGOs in Cambodia can achieve greater success in their
endeavors if they were to ensure a higher cultural competence level. Culturally
competence is then defined as "a set of congruent behaviors, attitudes, and
policies that come together in a system, agency, or among professionals and
enables that system, agency or those professionals to work effectively in crosscultural situations” and it "...is the integration and transformation of knowledge
about individuals and groups of people into specific standards, policies, practices,
and attitudes used in appropriate cultural settings..." for the betterment of the
communities one is working in.
f. How often do NGOs collaborate with your agency or citizens in the
developmental aspect of their projects/programs?
g. How do you feel about the overall preparedness level of these NGOs in working
with Cambodian clients?

កិច�សំភា សបុគ�លិកអង�កា (DRDB/CDC)
Question #1
• េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមាេឈា េពញអ�ី?
• សូមអ�ក្របាខអ
�ំ ំពីអង�កា
េដ្រត�សៗេល េបសកកម� ចក��វ�ស័យ េគាបំ
និង្របវត�ិអង�ក?
• េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមាសមា កប៉ុន�ន?
• េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមាទីតាេ�កែន�ងណ?
Question #2
•

េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមាសកម�ភាក��ងវ�សយ័ មួយណ?
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

េយតា េនះ េតើ អង�កាេ្ររដ�ភិប គឺជអ�ី?
េតើភាខុសែប�កៃនអង�កាេ្ររដ�ភិបអន�រជត និងក��ង្រស�ខុសគាដូចេម�ច?
េតើអង�កាអន�រជតនិងអង�កាក��ង្រស�មាចំនួន្របែហប៉ុន�ែដលកំពុងដំេណើរកាេ�ក��ង
្របេទកម��ជ?
េគដឹងថ្របេទកម��ជគឺជ្របេទមួយែដលមាអង�កាេ្ររដ�ភិបេ្រចើ។ េតើអ�កគិតថ
េហតុអ�ីមាមនុស្េ្រចើមាចំណបឣរម�ណ៍ក��កាបេង�ើត និងេធ�ើកាេ�ក��ងអង�កាេ្រ
រដ�ភិប?
េតើអ�កយល់្រសចំេពាេហតុផលទាេនះេទ?
 េបើយល់្រស ចូរពន្យល?
 េបើមិនយល់្រស ចូរពន្យល?

Question #4
•
CRDB/CDC
•
•
•

•

េតើ្រក�មេគា របស់អង�កាអ�កជអ�កណ?
េតើអង�ការបស់អ�កមា�វ�ធីអខ�ះ?
េតើមានសហការជមួយអង�កាេផ?
េតើអង�កាេនះបាិធិមកពីណ?

Question #3
•
•

•
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េតើមាដំេណើរកាអ�ីខ�ះេដើម្បចុះេឈា និង បេង�ើត អង�កាេ្ររដ�ភិប ែដលេធ�ើេឡើងេដ
េតើដំេណើរកាក��ងកាចុះេឈា និង បេង�ើត NGO េ�កម��ជមាលក�ណៈដូចេម�ច?
េតើមាអង�កាចំនួនប៉ុន� ែដលបាេធ�កើ ាេស�ើរសុំ ក��ងមួយឆា? េហើយអង�កាទទួលយកចំនួន
ប៉ុន�?
េតើអ�កមាផ�ល់កាហ�ឹកហ�ឺនេ�កាអង�កាទាេនេទ េ�េពលែដលអង�កាទាេនះ្រត
ទទួលសាជផ��វកា?
 ្របសិនេបើម េតើកាហ�ឹកហ�ឺនទាេនះមអ�ីខ�?
 ្របសិេបើគា េតើអ�កគិតថ កាហ�ឹកហ�ឺនអ�ីខ�ះគួរែតមា?

Question #5
•
•

េតើករយល់េឃើញពីប��រេសើបែផ�កវប្បធម និង ចំេណះដឹង ខាវប្បធម របស់បុគ�លិក
CRCD/CDC មាអ�ីខ�ះ?
េគដឹងថមាអង�កាេ្ររដ�ភិបជេ្រចើេ�កម��ជទទួលបាជ័យយ៉ខា�ំក��ងកិច�កាខំ
្របឹែ្របរបស់ពួកេគ េបើសិនជពួកេគទទួលបាកាអនុវត�ន៍ប�� រេសើបែផ�កវប្បធម េឣបា
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េ្រចើន ការេសើបែផ�កវប្បធមមាន័យថ “កា
ភាខុសែប�កៃនវប្បធម និងភាគា
េដមិនវតំៃលថល�ឬឣ្រក ្រត�ឬខុស ចំេពាភាខុសែប�កគាៃនវប្បធម?
េតើវមាសា សំខានយ៉ដូចេម�ចក��ងកាយល់ដឹងពីប�� រេសើបៃនវប្បធម៌េេពលេធ�ើកាេ�
កម��ជ?
 េបើមា េហតុអ�ី?
 េបើគា េហតុអ�ី?
េតើប��វប្បធមណខ�ះសំខាន់សំរ NGOs ក��ងកាពិចា េ�េពលេធ�ើកាេ�កម��ជ?
េតើអ�កគិតថ NGOs ទាេនះមា្របសិទ�ិភប៉ុន�នក��កេលើកេឡើងប�� ែដលគួរេឣ
បា រម�ទេនះ?
េគដឹងថ NGOs ជេ្រចើេ�កម��ជឣទទួលេជគជ័យ៉ខា�ំក��ងកិច�ខិតខំ្របឹែ្រប
្របសិេបើពួកេគឣបង�ពីកំរ�តយល់ដឹងខ�ស់ពីប��វប្បធម៌។ចំេណដឹងែផ�កវប្បធមមាន័យ
ថ” អកប្បកិរ�យសមរនិងេគាកា
រួមមា្របពន�ភា ឬក��ងចំេនឣជីទា
ឡ េហើយេធ�ើេឣ្របពន�ភាងរ រ�ឣជីពទាេនះម្របសិទ�ភាក��ងសា �នកាមា
វប្បធម៌ខុគា េហើយវជការួមផ្សំៃនមា េគាកា កាអនុវត�ន៍ និងឣកប្បកិរ
សំរបេ្រប្របាក��ងសា កា េឣបា្រតឹ្រត�” សំរបជកាែកលំអរសហគមន៍ែដលេគ
កំពុងេធ�ើកា?
េតើជេរឿយៗ NGOs ទាសហកា ភាងរបស់អ�ក ឬ ្របជក��ងកា
អភិវឌ្ឍន៍គំេររ� កម�វ�ធីន?
េតើអ�កយល់ដូចេម�ចក��ងកាេ្រត�េរៀបចំរបស់ NGOs ក��ងកាេធ�ើកាជមួយអតិថិជនេ�កម��ជ?
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ករណីសិក្អំពកី ា្របឆាកា

មនុស្របស់ NGO េ�្របេទកម��ជ

អ�កនិងេស�ើរសុំេឣចូលរួមក��ងកាេធ�ើនិេក�បទ ែដលេធ�េើ ឡើងេដ គង់ មា ែដលជនិស្សិមិនទា

ប��ប់មហា�ទ្យោលរដ�ឣរ�ហ្ស ែផ�កសង�ម ែដលទទួលខុស្រត�េដ សកលវ�ទ្ល័យហា꾘 Manao។
េគាបំណងចំបងៃនកា្រសា뮘វ្រជវេនះគឺសំេ�វតំៃល ៃន្របតិបត�ការបស់អង�កាចំេពា
culturally sensitive and culturally competent practices

របស់អង�កាមិនែមនរដ�ភិប ែដលេធ�ើកា

្របឆាកា ដូរមនុស្េ�កម��ជកា កាសិក្្រសា짴វ្រជនិងសំភា សអ�កែដលេធ�ើកាទានិងកា
្របឆាកាជួញដូរមនុស្ចំនួយ ពី១៥េ�៣០នកេដរួមប���លទា즀បុគ�លិកែដលេធ�ើកាេ�តំបន់េផ្សងគា និង
អ�កេធ�ើកាេ� international NGOs េដើម្បពិភា즀េលើប�� និងក៏ដូចជគន�ឹរបស់ គណៈកមា
និងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍កម��ជ ្រក�ម្របឹក្សោអភិវឌ្ឍនកាសំភា សឣេធ�ើេ�ក��ងអង�កាផ �ល ឬេ�កែន�ងណមួយ
ែដលអ�កយល់្រពែដលមាចេន�េពលពី៤០េ�៦០នទ េដែផ�កេលើសា �នជកែស�ងរបស់អ�កែដល
ឣចេធ�េ�បា
្របសិេបើអ�កយល់្រពអ�កនិង្រត�សួរសំនួរខ�ះអំពមី ុខង តួនទ បទពិេសាធែដលអ�កធាបាឆ�ងកា
កន�ងមក និងព័ត៌មាទូេ�អំពីអង�ការបស់អ�ក។ បទសំភា សរបស់អ�កនិង្រត�េធ�កើ ាឣតសំេលង ទុកជឯកសា
និង្រត�បារក្ទុកដចេដែឡកយ៉្រតឹ្រត�បំផុត។ េហើយមាែតអ�កែដលេធ�ើកា្រសាវ្រជវប៉ែដលឣ
មាសិទ�ិេលើឯកសា

េឈា និងអត�ស�� ណរបស់អ�កនិងមិន្រត�បាបង�េឡើយ។ េយើងខ��ំនិងេ្របេឈា

េផ្សងេទៀក��ងកាសរេសរនិេក�បទ កាេបាពុមផ� ្ស ឬកាេធ�ើបទឧេទ�សនេដើម្បធាេឣបានូវកាសំងត
របស់អ�ក។ េ្រកេពលេធ�ើកាកត់្រជលាលក�ណ៍អក្សរួចែខ្សឣសំេលងរបស់អ�កនិង្រត�េធ�កើ ាលប់េចា
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បទសំភា សេនះគឺេធ�ើេឡើងេដស�្រគចិត� េហើយអ�កក៏ឣេធ�កើ ាបដិេសធន៍រលសំនួរែដលបាេធ�ើកា
េចាសួរបា្រគបេពលេវលេដគា េទាៃពរ�អ�ីេឡើយ។ េលើសពីេនះេ� េទៀតអ�កក៏ឣេចាសូរេយើងខ��ំបា
្រគបេពលេវលា
កាសិក្្រសាវេនះគឺេធ�ើេឡើងេដើម្បែស�ងយល់ពីបទពិេសា쪔ធ និង ទស្សនៈវ�ស័របស់ មនុស្ទូេ�
េហើយអ�កនឹងមិនទទួលបាផល្របេយជអ�ីេឡើយ។្របសិេបើអ�កយល់្រពក��ង្របតិបត�ិកា រអ�កនិងរួមប���ល
ទាចំេណះដឹង និងចំេណះេធ�ើ ៃន cultural sensitive ក��ងចំេន NGO និងចុងេ្រកបំផុតនឹងចូលរួមក��ង
ែស�ងយល់្របេភទ្រក�មេគា លេអំពី្រពឹត�ិកាទា ក់ទងនិងកា
្របសិេបើអ�កមាសំនួរអ�ីទាទងនិងកា្រសា키វេនះសូមេធ�ើកាទំនកទំនងអ�កដឹកនក��ងកាេធ�ើ
កម�សិក្្រសា꿈វេនះគឺ គង់ មា ៃន សកលវ�ទ្ល័យ ឣរ�ហ្សតារយៈេលខទូរស័ព� ០១២៧៩៥៦៧១
ឬ តារយៈអុីែម៉ mkong@email.arizona.edu ឬតារយៈ សា្ រសា Dr. V. Spike Peterson of the
University of Arizona at 520-621-7600 or spikep@email.arizona.edu ។ ្របសិេបើអ�កមាសំនួរអំពី
សិទ�ិរបស់អ�កក��ងេពលេធ�ើបទសំភា សន៍អឣទំនកទំនងេ�អ�ក្រគប្រគកាសិក្្រសា키វៃនសកលវ�ទ្យោល
ឣរ�ហ្សតាទូរស័ព� 520-626-6721។

